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**Volume 7, #4 [April '89]** — The Internal Structure of Files Created by Word Processors; Bibliography Update; News & Notes

**Volume 7, #3 [March '89]** — Microsoft Word 5.0 — An Update; Bibliography Update; News & Notes

**Volume 7, #2 [February '89]** — Academic Utilities: Index 6.02; Bibliography Update; News & Notes
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Sheldon, George. "1988 Software Update: Desktop Publishing." PC World. 6:7 (July 1988), pp. 158-166. (reviews of PagePerfect, Publisher's Type Foundry 1.02, Corel Tabin 1.0, Table Manners 2.2, VP/Tabs 1.0, and Corel Ventura Utilities)


----------. "In Mac WP, There's Room at the Top" and "Lower Range Word Processors Enjoy Niche." PC Week. 5:45 (November 7, 1988), pp. 123-127. (compares Macintosh word-processing software: MindWrite 2.1, FullWrite Professional 1.0, MacWrite 5.0, Microsoft Word 3.02, Microsoft Write 1.0, Write 2.0, WordPerfect 1.01)
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Volume 6, #4 [April '88] — Norton Textra: Word Processing for Composition Classes; Bibliography Update; Beyond Word Processing— Text Management Programs

Volume 6, #3 [March '88] — Microsoft Word 4.0: Battling WordPerfect for #1; Bibliography Update; Prewriting and Revising with Writer's Helper

Volume 6, #2 [February '88] — The Professional Writer's Workstation: Software for Managing Information; Bibliography Update; News & Notes

Volume 6, #1 [January '88] — Ten Computerized College Writing Programs: Toward a Benchmark; The Professional Writer's Workstation: Content Analysis Comes to the Micros; The Future of Desktop Publishing in Technical Communications

Volume 5, #9 [December '87] — Electronic Manuscripts in the Midwest, Or, When Chicago Talks, People Listen; Word Processing in College Writing Labs: What the Experience at Ten American Universities Is Telling Us; Bibliography Update; News & Notes
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**Volume 5, #1 [January '87]** Desktop Publishing and the Writer: An Outline of the Future; Footnote to "The Global Microcomputer"; Bibliography Update; The Productivity Chimera

**Volume 4, #9 [December '86]** A Customized AppleWriter Startup Program; Bibliography Update; SNOBOL4 Programming as Word Processing; 1986 Software Review Index

**Volume 4, #8 [November '86]** Multilingual Word Processing with the Macintosh; Bibliography Update; Memory Resident Thesaurus Programs

**Volume 4, #7 [October '86]** FinalWord II: Word Processing for a College Writing Program; Word Processing as a Tool for Revision; Bibliography Update

**Volume 4, #6 [September '86]** Desktop Publishing That Anyone Can Do; Software Review: AppleWriter II; Computer Projected Thinking in the Classroom; Bibliography Update; Electronic Outlining Comes of Age

**Volume 4, #5 [May '86]** Word Processing, Electronic Research, and Desktop Publishing: Cumulative Bibliography

**Volume 4, #4 [April '86]** Personal Publishing on Microcomputers; Writing-Instruction Software with HBJ Writer; Software Review: WordPerfect 4.1; Bibliography Update; Scholar's Software Library: RightWriter 2.0
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Steinberg, Don. "Database Publishing Gives Stored Data a Professionally Typeset Appearance," "Users


Taub, Eric. “Love It or Leave It: For XPress 2.0’s Type-Handling Prowess, Be Ready to Pay a Price.” *Personal Publishing.* 5:2 (February 1989), pp. 52-60.
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**Volume 2, #7 [October ‘84]—** Information Overload and the Library Research Paper; A Computerized Oxford English Dictionary; Database Management for Teachers and Researchers I; Bibliography Update; Software Review: *Textplus*

**Volume 2, #6 [September ‘84]—** Evaluating Student Papers with a Word Processor; Bibliography Update; Software Review: *Textra*
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**Back Issue Prices**

**Volumes 7 - 6 - 5 = $4.00 each**

**Volumes 4 - 3 - 2 = $2.00 each**

Price includes First-Class shipping (UPS available at $1.00 extra per issue ordered).

Please specify volume and issue numbers. Make checks payable to RWPN and send to the Editors, *Research in Word Processing Newsletter,* South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 501 E. St. Joseph, Rapid City, SD, USA 57701-3995. Please allow a minimum of 2 weeks for order processing and delivery.
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“Who Should Be the Desktop Publisher.” *STC Intercom.* 34:5 (December 1988), pp. 1, 4.


The text is not provided in the image. Please provide the text so that I can assist you.
realize the value, in terms of communication impact, of presentation hardware and software. It is becoming more common for speakers with projection screens to access remote databased archives of pictures and text, sometimes interactively during question-and-answer periods.

Even the higher levels of academic writing will feel the pressure to reexamine its sometimes minimalist preference for bloodless prose. As academic software writers become more sensitive to human factors in design theory, they will restore a creative balance between instruction and delight. PostScript and other page description languages have already a firm hold in humanities disciplines, and more faculty will explore the control and research potential which programming and advanced software applications permit.

The advancing sophistication of hardware platforms and software methods will tend to outstrip the budgets of individuals and many small departments. Networking will extend its range within and between institutions, and faculty won’t miss the opportunity to adapt traditional practices in the teaching of writing. Group writing and resource sharing, for example, will be experimented with further.

Overall, the 1990s will find humanists incorporating more and more from other disciplines, from art and typography to science and engineering. The need to keep pace with hardware and software developments will continue to complicate the lives of faculty. For a short time after the impact of the printing press, the total number of printed books was manageable and finite, so that individuals like Thomas More and Erasmus could seemingly hold all knowledge in their private libraries. Many computer-using academics during the 1980s were similarly able to keep up with the often shifting advances in hardware and software, but the complexities and sheer volume of computer applications during the next decade may eventually force a return to the narrower attention of the specialist.

Not intended as an all-inclusive listing, the following bibliography is a representative sampling of recently published works dealing with the processing of words by computers, and most sources are readily available through interlibrary networks.